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!NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 0-i AIRPLANE AND
SOME APPROACHES TO NOISE REDUCTION
By Andrew B. Com_or, David A. Hilton, W. Latham Copeland, and
Lorenzo R. Clark
SUMMARY
NASA, at the request of the Department of Defense, has undertaken _.ori_ '
study of the O-1A airplane %o determine possible means for reducing the
aircraft aural detection distance. This effort involved measuring _e noise
signature of the basic airplane, devising methods to attenuate the nois_ a_o_
then estimating the effect of several selected modlflcations on the aur,_
detection distance of the aircraft.
A relatively simple modification utilizing a 6.5 ft diameter, six-tlade
propeller and including a muffler having a volume of O.725 cuft is indicated
to reduce the aural detection distance of the O-1 aircraft from shout six
mi_es at an altitude of 1,OOO ft and 2 to 3 miles at an altitude of 300 =_ _.
approximately half these values.
The flyover noise data suggest that routing the exhaust stacks up and
over the wing would provide an immediate noise reduction of shout 5 dB _'i_h
an attendant reduction in detection distance. Furthermore, all these stuaies
confirm the work of other investigators that the third octave band (center
frequency = 125 cps) is the most critical in reducing aural detection c_b_anc e.
A further result of _hese studies is that the aural detection distance of
the unmodlfled aircraft might be reduced significantly by artificially ralsin_
the low frequency ambient noise levels by some means such a_ the operati_:.nof
an additions& and diversionary airplane.
INTR01KETION
At the request of the Department of Defense a study has been made of
potential noise reduction for the O-IA aircraft, expressed in tbzms of the
noise detection distance. This effort specifically involves: (i) documeutlng
the airplane's noise characteristlc_, (2) performing a quick evaluation of
fixes and their potential noise reduction, (3) estimating the effects o_"t_e
noise re_uction modifications on the airplane's performance and stabili_,
an_ (4) estimating the effect of several selected modifications on the a_al
detection distance of the aircraft. This paper documents _he NASA effort _o
acccmpllsh the above objectives.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS
Test Airplane
The 0-1A airplane is a two-place hlgh-wing monoplane of approximately
2100 pounds gross weight. It has a horizontally opposed slx-cylinder
reciprocating engine rated for take-off at about 213 horsepower and with
direct drive to a fixed pitch, two-bladed, 90-inch diameter propeller.
Photographs of the test airplane are shown in figure i, and a three-view
drawing with a llst of the principal physical dimensions is abown in figure 2.
The airplane was provided by Fort Eustis, Virginia, and flown by a test pilot
fr_n the U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories.
Test Conditions
l_oise measurement tests were _onducted on August 27. i9_'. at the NASA
Wallop_ Islana flight test facility and use was made of the main paved runw.ay
surface and the associated flat terrain for locating instrumentation for
performing both static and flyby tests. The terrain features can be clearly
seen in figure 3(a) which is a photogral_h showing the microphone array looking
north from the centerline, and figure 3(b) which is a view looaing south. The
microphone arrays for both the static and flyover measurements are illustrated
by the diagrams of figure 4.
Noise Measuring Equipment
The noise measuring instrumentation for these tests is illustrated by
the block diagram of figure 5. The mlcrophones were of a conventional
condenser type having a frequency resporse flat to within +-3 dB over the
frequency range of 20 to 12,0OO cps. The outputs of all the microphones at
each station were recorded on multi-channel tape recorders. The entire sound
measurement system was calibrated in the field by means of conventional
discrete frequency calibrators, supplied by the microphone manufacturers,
before and after the flight measurements. The data records were played back
from the tape (using the playback system shown in figure 5) to obtain the
sound pressure level time histories and both broad-band and narrow-band spectra.
Aircraft Operation
Static noise surveys.- The aircraft was operated at two engine speed_,
1,700 and 2,200 rpm for static noise measurements. These data were taken with
the microphone static array as shown in figure 4 where microphones were
positioned at 30 degree intervals on a 50-foot radius from th_ propeller hub.
F!yover noise surveys.- In the flyover noise tests the aircraft was flown
over a ground track ca shown on figure 4. The aircraft was operated at 1,750
and 2,250 rpm, at altitudes from 50 - 690 ft.. above the runway and at speeds
from 60 to 105 mph (See Table I.). Precise geometric altitude and course
2
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Idirection were measured by the GSN-5 radar tracking unit. Position information
was provided as an assist to the pilot to maintain proper course and altitude.
The desired course flight path was _alntalned fo _bout one m_.le prior to and
beyond the overhead position. Some data were a_o o0tained for the gliding
condition as indicated by figure 4 (engine rpm = 800).
Atmospheric Conditions
During the times of the tests, observations of sure'ace temperature,
humidity and wind velocity, and direction were made at _he control tower which
is within about 1,000 ft. of the test area. The temperature varied from
about 86 - 88°F, the wind velocity was 12 kts from the northwest, and the dew
point varied from 58°F to 55°F.
MEASURED NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE BASIC AIRCRAFT
Static ground tests.- The overall sound v;_osure levels which were
measured in the 50-foot radius static array are presented in figure 6. This
figure shows a comparison of the overall noise radiation patterns for both
maximum rpm and flight idle rpm conditions. The radiation pattexms are nearly
circular in shape although somewhat distorted by the wind. It can be seen that
the noise levels associated with the lower power condition are from 4 to lO dB
lower than for the higher power condition.
In figure 7 are presented octave band analyses of data obtained at the
90° microphone position of figure 6. These data illustrate the general nature
of tae octave band spectra obtained for this all-craft and thus are plotted for
only one azimuth angle. Data for othe:"azimuth angles and for both power
conditions are listed in Table If. For the lower rpm condition the highest
noise levels occur in the second octave band and the levels are generally lower
for the higher octave bands. Likewise for the higher power condition the
highest levels are noted %_ occur In the third and fourth octave bands.
In figure 8 is presented a narrow-band analysis of the noise for the
cruise power condition of figure 7. The nc_inal engine setting for cruise
was 2,250 rpm; however, analysis resolved the static engine setting to be
2,200 rpm as shown on figure 8. The 50 _ difference is not expected to show
any major effects on the subsequent analyses. These data were obtained with
the aid of a three cps band width filter for the range of frequencies up to
about 500 cycles. Shown in the figure are the individual noise components
corresponding to the,significant engine firing frequencies and the propeller
noise frequencies, l_e engine firing frequencies are indicated as some integral
multiple times _ which for a four-cycle engine suc_ as _hls is equal _o %he
revolutions per second divided by two. The propeller not z_ co_ponents are
identified by the given mB values where m is the order of the harmonic and B
is the number of blade-_ whlcSa for this airplane is equal to two. The data of
figure 8 illustrate the type of information obtained from the narrow band
analyses and Table IXI co_,_i_s a listing of similar data for several other
3
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s_uth positions. Data such as those of figure 9 and Table iII make possible
the identification of the various sources of noise on the aircraft. It can be
seen that same of the engine firing frequencies and the propeller noise
frequencies are coincident and thus cannot be separated experimentally for
analysis. In cases where they were coincident, the propeller noise amplitudes
were estimated from theoretical considerations (See Appendix A.). The data of
the figure, however, show that some of the highest noise level components are
associated with the engine exhaust for this operating condition.
F_y tests°- Figure 9 contains flyover noise data for both the cruise
a_d flight idle power conditions and for the altitude range 550 to 590 ft.
The data were obtained from one microphone in the ground array of figure 4(b)
located near the centerline of the runway. In this figure, overall sound
pressure levels are plotted as a function of time measured from an arbitrary
reference time. The flight direction of the aircraft is from left to right in
the figure. For both power conditions the noise builds up to a peak value
when the aircraft is nearly overhead. This _eak value iu sustained for a short
period of time and then the noise levels generally decrease as the aircraft
continues on its flight pa_n. The greatest dlfferences in the noise levels for
the two power condi_ons occur when the aircraft is nearly overhead. As a
matter of interest the curve at the bottom has been included to represent the
measurec noise from this airplane in a glide condition for which the engine
was not cut-off but was operating at a very low rl_n. For this latter glide
condition the estimated altitude overhead the measuring station was about
300 ft. The noise generated by the aircraft in the glide condition was
generally submerged in the background noise; however_ the approach of the
aircraft was detectable to human observers even though the instruments
indicated no distinct noise peak as it passed overhead.
During the measurements of the flyover noise data of figure 9, the
opportunitywas also taken to make time history measurements of the noise at
several distances to each side of the airplane grouml track. These data are
presented in figure 10. Measurements were ,_e at distances UP to about
1,000 ft. on each side of the ground tracE. The noise levels decreased as a
function of lateral distance on both sides of the track. Based on the inverse
distance law, taking account of the slant ranges to each of the measuri_
stations, and assuming the noise source to be nondirectional,measured values
about 6 dB less than those on the ground track would be expected at the
1,000 ft. measuring stations. The measured levels are of the order of 12 _B
less at the remote stations thus indicating a dropping off of noise level
substantiallyfaster than the inverse distance i_. It is believed that the
above result is due to the fact that the In-fllght noise radiation pattern is
not s_trical. _he fact that the exhaust stacks are _dernsath the fuselage,
shown in figure l(a), would tend to support this eonolusio_. It follows
then that if the eXhaust stacks were redirected Upward, a noise reductioD of
approximately_ dB might be obtaiued with a consequent reduction in the
maximum aural detection distance. It should also be noted here that al_O_
ground measurements a_e necessary for identif_ng the noise sources, flight
data arc. necessary to accurately assess detection distance.
Octave band s_ectra have been aeasure_ underneath the aircraft for the
flight aondltlons of figure i0 aul these &ata are presented in figure 11. The
4
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data represent the maximum values in each octave band as the aircr_ flies
overhead regardless of when that maxlm_anvalue occurred. Data are presented
for two power conditions. Ambient noise level data are also included. It can
be seen that these spectra for the aircraft An flight have a somewhat different
shape than for comparable operating conditious of rpm for the static case.
Part of the difference in the shapes particularly at the high frequencies is,
of course, due to the increased atmospheric absorption for the greater
' distances of the flyby tests. These data will be used in the ensu_in8 sectionl
which deal with detection distance.
AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS ANALYZED FOR THIS STUDY
_ Several _odlfications were evaluated in t_zLsanalysis in a parametric
study of propellers and mufflers. Three combinationswere finally selected
as having the best potential for reducing the aural detection distance of the
0-1 airplane. Details of thi_ estimating process are presented in Appendixes
A throu@h D which treat of prol_ller analysis, muffler analysis, weight
estimates, and the effects of all these on the airplane. The pertinent
parameters describing the three modifications are listed in Table IV.
The table indicates that greater weight penalties accrue to the constant
speed propeller compared to fixed pitch; but, the perfo_nauce analysis in
Appendix D shows that the constant speedpropeller compensates for the
additionalweight such that the airplane performance is as good or better
than the basic airplane. The fixed pitch propellers on the other hand, even
thot_J_hof lesser weight, generally result in performance losses.
F_TI24ATEDNOISE CHARACT_qISTICSOF THE MODIFIED AIRCRAFT
One of the main objectives of the modificationswas to substantially
reduce the noise An the lower octave bands since the previous experience of
references 1 and 3 indicates _hese were most critical from the standpoint of
detection. It can be seen that substantial reductions in noise level in the
lower octave bands are estimated for each of the modifications.
A summary of the noise reduction estimates for the t_ree modlficatio_s
compared to the basic airplane is shown in figure 12. This figure is a plot
of octave baud spectra for a distance of 570 X_ for each of the four comes,
i.e. the basic aircraft and the three modifications. A distaace of 570 ft
was chosen as a reference because that was the actual measured distance from
the test airplane. The overall sound pressure levels for each of the four
cases are shown to the left of the figure adjacent to the ordinate scale. The
estimated spectra for the modified aircraft of figure 12 were besed on the
measurements of references i and 2 and the calcula_.ions_f _pendixes A and B.
L
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DE--ION OF AURAL DETE_ION DISTANCES
Basic Assumptions Relating to Detection
In addition to the noise source characteristics (See refs. 1 and 2.) it
is well-known that the aural detection of a noise involves such factors as
the transmission ch_racterlstics of the path over which the noise travels
(See refs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.) and the acoustic conditions at the observer
location (See refs. 4 and 8. ) as well as the hearing ability of the observer
(See ref. 9 ). Attempts have been made to account for all of the pertinent
factors in the above categories for the calculations of detection distance
which follow.
Attenuation factors.- The attenuation factors associated with the
transmission of noise from the source to the observer are assumed to involve
the well-known inverse distance law, atmospheric absorption due to viscosity
and heat conduction, small-scale turbulence, and terrain absorption which is
weighted to account for the elevation angle between the source and the
observer. For the purposes of this paper these factors are taken into account
as determined by the following equation:
P.L.(f,x)= _olOgloA * _ "_l)K_
where propagation loss (P.L.) is computed for each frequency and distance
combination and where the first term on the righthand side of the equation
accounts for the spherical spreading of the waves. In this connection x is
the distance for which the calculation is being made and A is the reference
distance for which measured data are available. The remaining terms which
represent propagation losses and which are given in coefficient form are
defined as follows:
KI represents the atmospheric absorption due to viscosity and heat
conduction and is expressed in dB per 1,O00 ft. The values of K1 vary as a
function of frequency and for the purposes of tbls paper are those of the
following table. For frequencies up to 500 cps data are taken from reference 3
and for the higher frequencies from reference 6.
Octave Band No. Center Freq. dB Loss Per I000 Ft.
1 31.5
2 63 .i
3 125 .2
4 250 ._
5 5OO .7
6 lOOO 1.4
7 2OOO 3.5
8 4OOO 7
: 9 80o0 14.5 ,
6
i
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K2 is the attenuation in _e atmosphere due to small-scale turbulence.
A value of 1.3 dB per 1,0OO ft. is ass_ed independent of frequency for t_e
frequency range above 250 cycles (See ref. 7. ).
K3 also is expressed in dB per 1,000 ft. end includes both a_ospheric
absorption and terrain absorption. The values used are those of reference 4
which are liste_ for widely varying conditions of vegetation and ground cover.
The d_ta of reference 4 have been reproduced in a more convenient form in
reference 5. Calculations included herein make use of the data of reference 5
particularly curve (b) of figure 1 which represents the condition of thick
grass cover (18 in. high) and the upperbound of curve 3 of figure 2 which
represents conditions of leafy Jungle with approximately i00 ft. "see throush"
visibility. KA is a weighting factor to account for the angle, measured fr_
the ground plane, between the noise source and the observer. The values of :C4
assumed for the present calculations were taken fr_n figure 3 of reference 5
and are seen to very from zero for angles greater than 7° to 1.0 for an angle
of 0°.
Ambient noise leyel conditionm aud hulan hearing.- The detectability of
a noise is also a function of the mbie_t maskin6 noise conditions at the
listenin_ statio_ and the hearing abilities of the listener. Since they are
somewhat related, they will be dlsc_ssed together.
The embient noise level condltions ust_ for these studies were b_ed
on data fr_n references 4 and 8 which were obtained in Jungle envirco_ents.P
It was indicated in reference 3 that a noise made up of discrete to_e
cc_o_ents is detectable if it is within 9 dB of _be background noise (rand_
in nature) in a_V particular octave band. Thus_ the corresponding measured
spectra of references 4 and 8 hav_ been reduced by 9 _ to account for the
above difference in the masked and the masking spectra.
The resulting octave band spectrs have been further adjusted to sccount
for critical baud width of the hmnan ear, accca_ing to the following equation,
I to give mask_ l_el values for each ban&.
_ where the _foctave and _.critlca_ val_ c.orrupondlng to standard octave band
center fre_uencies are _ven xn_ne IOAAowzng table:
Center Freq. ,cp_ 31.5 63 125 250 pO0 1000 2000 _ 8000
" foctav cps 22 88 177 707 141 2828 5656
_critical' cps .... 50 50 _ 6_ i00 2_0 500
_Zoctave
• ZOLozz( .... 2.P P.P 8.P li.5  o.5
7
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The values of the last column in the above table have been subtracted from the
octave band values to adjust them to the masking level spectra which define
the boundaries of the jungle noise criteria detection region of figures 13
through16.
Likewise a threshold of hearing curve (taken from ref. 3) is made use of
since it represents the levels of pure toue noise that are Just detectable on
the average by healthy young adults. The implication here is that noises
having levels l_er than these of the threshold,of hearing curve at co_respondin_
frequencies will not be detectable. Thus the threshold of hearing curve is
the determining factor of detection at the lower frequencies.
No attempt is made to account for possible binaural effects in the
studies of the present paper.
Determination of Aural Detection Distances for
Basic and Modified Aircraft
Reference detection distances for each aircraft configuration, for flight
altitudes of 300 and lO00 ft. and for ground cover conditions representativeg
of both 18-1n. grass and lOO ft. "see-through"leafy jungle have been
determined with the aid of the data of flg_res 13 through 16. In these
latter figures the octave band noise levels at various distances have been
estimated by taking into account the appropriate atmosphericand terrain losses.
Also shown on each of the above figures is a threshold of hearing ctwve from
reference 5 and a band labeled "Jungle Noise Detection Criteria." The lower
boundary of this area represents masking levels in a relatively quiet Jungle
location in the Caua_ Zone (See ref. 4.). The Ul_mr boundary on the other
hand represents a relatively more noisy masking level condition in Thailand
: (See ref. 8.). In the determination of the maximum distances at which the
aircraft could be detected aurally, it was assumed that such detection wu
possible at distances at which the level of aircraft noise in any octave band
eque&led or exceeded either the masking level curve or the threshold of hearing
curve whichever was more appropriate. The results of su'._hestimates are
included in Table V for each configuration and the t_o altitude and ground
cover conditions. The top row of values for each altitude condition is
associated with the upper boundary of the Jungle noise detection criteria
r
region whereas the lower row of values is associated with the lower boundary.
The data of the table illustrate the effects of each of the variables that are
significant in aural detection, that is: alrcra_% altitude, ground cover, noise
source characteristics,and masking noise characteristicsat the ob|erver station.
Aircraft altitude.- In general, detection distances are shorter for
_Gwer aircraft a_tlt_es for both ground cover conditions. This is due to the
fact that at the lover propagation angles (from alrcraf_ to observer),
associated with _he lower altitudes,terrain absorption effectB are more
_mportant.
Ground cover.- For all configurations and operating conditions the leafy
ground cover (100 foot "see-through" distance) results in detection diwtanees
81
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which are equal to or smaller than those for the 18-inch high grass condition.
This result is due to the fact that the terrain loss coefficients are larger
for the more dense vegetation.
Aircra/__configuration.- Reading from left to right, the s_rcraft
configuratlon8 of Table V have progressively decreasing values of overaL_
noise level. The associated detection distances decrease accordingly ex ._.pt
for some operating conditions of modlfAcation No. I. It can be seen from the
data of figure 12 that some of the acoustic power is shifted to the fourth
octave (250 cps center frequency) with the resILltthat the third octave band
level is lower than that for modification 2. This points up the particular
importance of reducing the lower octave band levels.
A relatively simple modification utilizing a 6.5 ft diameter, slx-blade
propeller and including a muffler having a vol_ne of O.725 cu f_ is indicated
to reduce the aural detection distance of the 0-i aircraft from shout 6 miles
at an altitude of 1,000 ft and 2 to 3 miles at an altit_ie of 300 ft to
a_-proxlmatelyhalf these valaes. Corresponding weight increases of 3.5 and 25
pounds are forecast using a fixed-pitch and a controllable-pitchpropeller,
respectively.
A more smbltlous modification requlr_ng 1.5:1 engine gearing and a larger
muffler is indicated to reduce the aural detection distance based on the
criteria chosen for _his paper _,o approxlma_el_ 1-1/5 male at an altitude of
300 feet. Data are also presented for a third modification which provides an
even greater reduction in detection distance. In this c_se the weight analysis
showed that the cg was shifted forward beyond the aircraft design structural
limits.
The flyover noise data suggest that routing the exhaust stacks up and
over the wing would provide an Inmedlate noise reduction of about 5 dB with
an attendant reduction in detection distance. However, the effects of this
possible modification on the airplane weight and perfornmmc_ have not been
treated in this paper.
A re-examinatlon of the modified airplane analyses indicated that a
better result might be obtained by matching the modification No. I propeller
to the modificatlo_ No. 2 muffler. This approach would shift the noLse levels
of the third octave band downward to the same level as modification No. i, as
shown on figure 12, wo,Aldmaintain the reduced noise levels in the fourth
octave band (modificationNo. 2), and the net result would be a reduction in
detection distance compared to those of modAi_Aeations No. 1 or 2.
Ambient _king levels.- The _pper and lower values of T_ble V _epreN_t
the differences _etween the use of the upper and lower boundaries of the
_ungle noise detection crlte_la region of the figures a_ +,hebasis for
detection. Xt is obvious that higher masking levei values alwe_ysresult in
smaller detection distances. This suggests that an alternative procedure of
artlfically raising _,c_masking noise level in a ;_Lrtlculararea to decreMe
the detection distance may be useful in some epecLal situations.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A study was conducted to reduce the aural detection distance of the 0-1A
aircraft. This effort involved documenting noise characteristics of the
airplane, devising modifications to reduce the noise, and estimating the
reduction in detection distance as a result of the modifications.
: A relatively simple modification utilizing a 6.5 ft diameter, six-blade
propeller and including a muffler having a volume of 0.725 cuft is indicated
to reduce the aural detection distance of the 0-i aircraft from about 6 miles
at an altitude of 1,OO0 ft and 2 to 3 miles at an altitude of 300 ft to
approximatelyhalf these values. Correspondingweight increases of 3.5 and
25 pounds are forecast using a fixed-pitch and a co_._ollable-pi_chpropeller,
respectively. Use of the la_t-_ris indicated to provide essentlall_ the same
performance envelope of which the unmodified O-1A aircraft is capable.
A more ambitious modification requiring 1.5:l e_ine gearing and a larger
muffler is indicated to reduce the aural detection distance based on the
criteria chosen for this paper to approximately 1-i/5 mile at an altitude of
300 feet. Again, use of a controllable-pltchpropeller will cause no degrada-
tion in performance compared to the ummodified O-1A aircraft despite a weight
increase of 118 _ounds.
Results of this study indicate that a relatively simple modification of
redirecting the exhaust stacks upward and above the wing may provide a modest
noise reduction with an associated modest reduction in aural detection distance.
More extensive modifications to the exhaust system and modifications to the
propeller and drive would result in more substantial noise reductions and
further reductions in aural detection distance. Furthermore, these studies
confirm the work of otherinvestlgatorsthat the third octave band (center
frequency = 125 cps) is the most critical in reducing aural detection distance.
A further result of these studies is that the aurt_ detection di,;tanceof
the umnodifled aircraft might be reduced significantlyby artlfically raising
the low frequency mblent noise levels by some means such as the operation of
an additional and diversionary airplane.
IO
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Table III.-Narrow-ban(i_Imalysisof noise measuredon the test %irplaneat
a distanceof 50 feet at cruisepower.
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APPENDIXA
PROPELLER NOISE ANDPERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
John L. Crlgler
For any given airplane speed end engine power, the important parameters
to be considered in reducing the propeller noise are the propeller rotational
tip speed and the number of blades. References A-land A-_ show that for a
given design condition the propeller noise can be decreased by a reduction in
propeller rotational tip speed, or by an increase in blade number, or b.th.
It becomes obvious that the two methods go together; that is, a reduction in
rotational speed requires an increase in blade number to absorb the engine
power.
This Appendix contains a description of the procedure used to estimate the
performance of several propellers that could be fitted to _he design conditions,
and estimates the noise pressures generated by each propeller for _he cruise
(design) condition.
Propeller Selection
The basic propeller configuration on the 0-1A airplane is a 7.5-ft.
diameter, two-blade propeller, designed to absorb 190hp at 2,250 engine
in cruise at 102 knots. For the present stu_V it has been assumed that the
maxim_n propeller diameter is limited to 7.5 ft. One alternate propeller
design entailed a reduction in diameter to 6.5 ft. with direct drive in order
to reduce the rotational tip speed, at the same time increasing the blade
number to six. For two other designs involving gear-reductions, propeller
rotational speeds of 1,500 and 1,125 rpmwere chosen.
The performance of each of the _ree alternate propellers has been
estimated for fixed and controllable pitch operation and these data are
compared with the estimated data for the basic propeller configuration in
Table A-X.
Also listed in Tabl_ A-I are the ncBber of blades and blade width required
for each configurationalong with the total estimated weight of the propeller.
The propeller efficiency for the deslgn cruise conditions for each
propeller was estimated by the method given in the Appendix of reference A-5.
, The efficiencles at best rate of bllmb, taken as 58 knots, and the static
thrust were obtained with the aid of references A-_, A-4, A-_, and A-6.
The propell_r noise levels for all configurationswere cstlmated for a
distance of 50 ft. from _e source by the _ethodgiven in reference A-I and are
presented in Table A-If. An examination of the data in Table A-land Table A-IX
A-I
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indicates it is possible to design vLriable-pitch constamt-speed propellers
of high performance over the entire operating range which are markedly quieter
than the propeller installed on the 0-1A airplane.
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APPENDIX B
ENGINE NOISE REDUCTION
, By George M. Stokes
Previous work pertaining to aircraft engine quieting (refs. B-I thru B-3)
has demonstrated the technical capability in this field. The quieting of
the aircraft using reciprocating engines requires the extensive muffling of
the engine exhaust. When an extremely large level of noiso reduction is
desired, treatment of noise from other sources, such as _ngine intake,
engine valves, blowers, and engine accessories, must be considered. Because
of weight penalties and loss of performance, it is seldom practical to pro-
'i
• vide aircraft with the additives necessary for extreme noise reduction, in
the quieting of the engine no_se for the O-i aircraft, only the exhaust n_ise
is recommended for special treatm?nt.
, This appendix describes the procedure used to estimate the amount of
noise reduction possible for different weight additions tc the O-i aircraft.
Following is a step-by-step presentation of the procedure.
i
Method used to estimate engine-noise reduction.-
(1) Noise spectrum. IT_eoverall noise spectrum of the 0-I aircraft
was measured at a distance of 50 f_t from the engine exhaust. An engine
• noise spectrum was then derived, using the overall noise spectrum. Figure
B-I is a plot of this engine noise spectrum.
(2) The engine noise spectrum was studied in combinat_cnwith the
muffler theory of referenceB-2. Single cl-__aberresonators were selected for
use in estimating the probable exhaust attenuation, although it is recognized
that multiple chambered mufflers may be more optimum for high attenuation
levels. Calculationswere next made to determine the theoretical attenue-
i tion for a number of resonator mufflers. In order to achieve the largest
exhaust noise reduction, the resonant frequencies used in the _al_ulations
• were chosen with respect to null positions shown in u_e engine noise spectrum.
Also, the tailpipe area was chosen with respect to the largest average
exhaust velocity practical; this provided for the high_st attenuation-to-
weight ratio.
B-I
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i (%) q]_eth_ort,tical ,.al,.ulationswere modifiod to more nearly conf(:rr,
t, valu,-_ expecte_ und : ,_!_,,ratingconditions. I_ moaiflcd attenuation
_F,',t,-_nswere then m,m}a_,,_ w_th the engine exhaust nois_ ._pectrum, and _h,
t,verall attenuation lewqs wet. ,letermlned for th,_mutTler types sel_ct,d.
(h) Muffler vol_un,_swer_ dotermined for each muffler computed.
(5) A noise redu(.ti_,nlevel of 3 dB is estimated to be achievable us]_,
'I',.'(original equipment) expansion chamber type muffler installed on the
ircraft. It is asmLmed that _,hi._;muffler will be replaced _' the no_se
-'assent indicated in this pa_er is f_llowed.
(_) Exhausting all engine cylinders into a single muffler provides s
_ :nu_h _zreater attenuat_r:_-_-weight ratio than a dual-exhaust system. ?hue,
, :ollowing steps are based _,nchanging the dual-exhaust of the O-I aircra:'
;rcvide a slngle-exhau,';t:,/stem.
(7) Muffler volumes were computed for attenuation conditions determined
_. ztep 3.
; (6) Using the curves ol volume versus weight (estimated by the method
' A_pendix C), the mu; 'l(,r;-ight additions were determined. For mufflers
with less than 3 cubic It,et Lf volume, an L/D of 0.25 was assumed with an
_,der-cockpit installati,,n. :or mufflers larger than 3 cubic feet, an L/D
of 0.5 was assumed with a fuselage installation.
(9) By making use of the information obtained in the foregoing steps,
curves of overall engine noise versus weight addition were constructed. _'
Figure 6-2 shows the muffler types calculated and how the weight increased
rapidly as noise reduction increases.
(10) The data of figure B-2 was used to select three special cases of
noise reduction. Case 1 represents a noticeable noise reduction condition
with a small weight addition to the aircraft. Case 2 represents a further
increase in noise reduction with a noticeable increase in weight _nd volume.
Case 3 represents the condition for the largest practical attenuation. This
case is expected to require a fuselage installation for the muffle:-.
Table B-I smmmmlzes the pertinent m_ffler I_Ol)ertles am they relate to the
three cases selected. The estimated engine noise _peetra for these three cues
are illustrated sehematlcall_ in flg_res B-S, B-_ and B-5.
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APPENDIX C
WEIGHT ESTIMATES
M. L. Sisson
Weight Estimation of Exhaust System
The muffler configurations investigated were single resonator cavity type
having a central tube approximately 2.5 inches inside dis_,eter. This tube
produces a gas velocity of about 500 feet per second under takeoff conditions.
A series of effective volumes (total volume less central tube volume) ranging
from .25 to 7 cubic feet and diameter to length ratios ( ) of one, one-half,
and one-fourth were selected. Weig,:ts were then computed on the basis of
using stainless steel of 20 gage (.OB7 inch) for those less than one foot in
diameter and 18 gage (.050 inch) for those over one foot in diameter.
The exhaust collector system wa_ assumed to be modified by the removal of
the two existing heater-mufflers which were estimated to weigh five pounds
each. Two 2-1/8 inches outside-diameter .050-inch wall stainless tubes were
angled downward aft to meet above the lower cowl surface. A wye about a foot
long was formed which discharges directly into the muffler for the under
fuselage muffler mounting. An additional length of ten feet of 2-7/8 inches
outside-diameter .050-inch thick exhaust pipe was provided for muffler
installation in the aft section of the fuselage. The use of this heavy wall
for exhaust pipes provides allowance for mounting bracket weight. Weights
were prepared for various lengths of tail pipe for tuning each muffler. All
i tail pipes were considered to be 2-5/8 inches outside diameter.#
The increased weights of the systems were plotted versu_ _uffler volume
producing the curves of figure C-I.
• i
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Propeller Weight Estimation
Propeller blade weights, for the direct drive case, are based on scaling
factors applied to the existing P_iF-6 alum_ "m alloy blade between R = 6 inches
and R = 45 inches. This method considers that the thickness-to-chord ratio at
each percentage of propeller tip radius station is maintained. The weight of
each active aluminum alloy blade section becomes:
Ichordl I diameterl= x x weightO,
Wl _ch-_rdoI diameter O
-- where subscript "0" refers to the original blade and subscript "i" refers to
_ne new blade. A new thickness distribution curve (figure C-2) was applied to
the 1.5 and 2.0 to one geared drive propeller blades. To this weight, a
.. w_:ight for an 8AE or AND type shank and a transition section was added to
produce the total blade weight. The shank sizes were selected to fair into
the scaled propeller thickness distribution. For the direct drive, six-
bladed propeller shank dimensions used were one-half of those for a size "O"
shank. For the larger blades, a s_ze "00" shank was used for the 1.5:1 gear
ratio and a size "O" shank for the 2:1 gear ratio cases.
F
Steel hubs were sketched having sockets to fit the blades and a flange
for mounting to the Continental engine crankshaft or reduction gear flange.
The additional weights required for controllable pitch propellers were
: calculated based on the weight of a two-bladed Hartzell controllable pitch
! propeller less the weight of a fixed pitch propeller. The scaling factor used
was the total blade centrifugal force (centrifugal force per blade times the
number of blades) raised to the eight-tenths power. As a check, this method
was applied to the Hartzell B-blade, 8-foot diameter, contrellable pitch
propeller used on the U-10 airplane giving weight agreement within one percent.
C-2
I
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Weights for lightweight material (fiberglass or birch) blades including
aluminum shanks and plates extending out into the blade section were computed.
i These weights are not included in Table C-I as these materi'_Is are considered
to be unsatisfactory for military use due to their tendency to shatter on
impact.
_ The engine gear weight for the 1.5:1 case was taken to we the same as
Continental's standard gear (Gear Ratio = .688) which was obtained by sub-
tracting the weight of th_ Continent&l I0-_70 from the _:e!_ht of nhe GlO-h70o
I The weight of the 2_:1gear was assumed to be proportio_,al to tr'eoutputtorque to the .84 power. Reference C-1 is the source of the exponent used.
,i
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Table C-I
Propeller Weight Estimate Summary
Direct _rive, 6 blade± 6.5 feet diameter
Fixed, adjustable pitch _ 40.1 lbs.
Less weight of McCauley 1 _ 200 46.!
Net weight increase - 6.1 ibs.
Controllable pitch 61.7 lbs.
Less weight of McCauley 1 _ 200 46.i
Net weight increase = ]5.6 lbs.
Geared 1.5:1, 5 blade 2 7.5 feet diameter
Fixed, adjustable pitch, alum blade 74.2 lbs.
En@ine weight increase 30.0
Total weight 104.2 lbs.
Less weight of McCauley 1 _ 200 46.1
Net weight increase 58.1 lbs.
Controllable pitch, alum. blade 1OO.2 ibs.
Engine weight increase 30.0
Total weight ^ 130.2 lbs.
Less weight of MeCauley 1 _ 290 46.1
Net weight increase 84.1 lbs.
Geared 2:1, 5blade, 7.5_.fee_ diameter
Fixed, adjustable pitch, alum. blade 165.8 ibs.
Engine weight increase 38.2
2-g4 .9ibsTotal weight A "
Less weight of McCauley 1 200 46.1
Net weight increase B 157.9 lbs.
Controllable pitch, alum, blade 200.8 ibs.
Engine weight increase 38.2
Total weight 239.015s.
A 200 46.1Less weight of McCau!ey 1 B ....
Net weight increase 192,9 lbs.
I
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HDIX
Performance, Stability and Control
By James L. Hassell, Jr.
Method of estimatin_ performance.- Flight test results reported in refer-
ence D-I for the basic O-1A aircraft were used to obtain the brake horsepower
required for level flight through the speed range. A propeller efficiency
curve was established for the production propeller (McCauley 1A200 FM 9047)
using information given in reference D-2 and the method of reference D-B, and
the thrust horsepower required was thereby determined. The basic lift-drag
polar was computed using the aircraft gross weight and the thrust horsepower
required for level flight. Drag increments due to the external muffler modifi-
cation were estimated and lift-drag polars were established for each modifica-
tion. Thrust horsepower required was then calculated for each modification
utilizing the ap#lleable lift-drag polars and modified aircraft gross weights.
The empty weights, useful load, and gross weights used in these calculations
are given in Table D-I. Thrust horsepower available is a function of the
_, engine brake horsepower, the power absorbing capability of the various modified
propellers and the corresponding propeller efficiencies. The study was limited
to sea level performance because of the intended application of the modified
aircraft to low flight altitudes. Thrust horsepower available at sea level as
a function of velocity was established for each modification. Flight perform-
ance was then calculated by the classical methods utilizing the established
power required - power available data for each modification. The static thrust
capability of each propeller was also established by the method of reference D-
and the take-off performance was calculated using the static thrust values of
each modification given in Table D-If and the variation of thrust with speed.
" i Firm sod runway was assumed in thepe calculations.
1!
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Method of estimating stability an'/control.- The flight test results of
reference D-I_were used for estahlzshing the stlck-fixed and stlck-free neutral
points for the basic O-1A aircraft from which the stability margins for the
basic 2100-pound gross weight condition with center of gravity at 23.5 percent
MAC were obtained. The results of the weight and balance summary given in
Table D-I were then used to est:_bli_h the stability marginz for the various
modific'_tions. No modifications were considered of sufficient m_r.ltude to
_.ff.-cthe a,._rc,'_'namlcneutr_,.lpoints. Control effectivenezs al=c_w_s consid-
ered independent of n:odificatlons although control power would tend to decrease
with the increased longitudinal stability associated with forward shift of the
• _.nt_.'_,_ cf Fravity.
[
Results of performance calculations.- Sea level performance calculations
were made for the basic O-1A aircraft and for several modifications involving
propellers, reduction gears and mufflers. The weight and balance su_/nary given
in Table D-I and figure D-1 indicated that all variations of modification 3
(heavy propeller and largest muffler) resulted in center-of-gravlty locations
so far forward that the structural deslg_ limit was exceeded by very large
margins. Inasmuch as this modification is not dee,,ledfeasible without struc-
tural beef-up of unknown magnitude, detailed performance studies were therefore
not made for modification 3.
The basis for the performance calculations are presented in terms of thrust
hor.-epower required and thrust horsepower available and are g_.:,enin figure D-2
for the basic O-IA airplane and in figures D-3 and D-4 for modifxcations i and 2
i respectlvely. The power required curves shown in thele figures are functions
of the lift-drag polars presented in figure D-5 ard the correspor,:ing gross
, weights for the various modifications. It should be noted %hat the basic
t
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; lift-drag polar was used for the modifications with internal mufflers. The
power available curves were obtained by utilizing the propeller characteriztics
given in figures D-6 through D-!O which were derived from available data of
referencesD-3, D-5 and D-6 and the utilization of propeller theory. The vari-
ation of thrust with velocity was also obtained utilizing the propeller char-
acteristics of figures D-6 through D-IO and the results are presented in
figure D-II.
• A summary of the sea level performance values is presented in Table D-II.
These results indicate that the modifications with fixed-pitch propellers re-
quire from 21 to 33.5 percent more take-off distance than the has. c 0-1A air-
craft and also suffer 15 to 16 percent loss in rate of climb capability. Uti-
lization of controllable pitch propellers (constant speed governing) results in
modifications capable of equal or better performance than the basic 0-1A ,;:-
craft. It should be noted that the 0-1D and 0-1F aircraft are presently
equipped with constant speed propellers.
Results of stability, and control stu_.- The stick-fixed and stick-free
• neutral points of the basic O-IA aircraft were unaffected by the various modi-
fications. The resulting static margins (measure of longitudinal stability)
are summarized in Table D-Ill. In all cases, increased longitudinal stability
resulted from the more forward centers of gravity of each modification. Con-
trol effectiveness, was not altered significantly by any of the selected modifi-
cations.
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i TABLE D-I
WEIGHT AND BALANCE SUMMARY
.... I .................
Basic Weight Useful Gross Weight, Gross W_igi_t
Case Empty, ibs / Load, ibs ibs Center-of-
Gravit2, %
.
Basic Ib07 I 593 5100 23.5
!
1-A 1610.5 i h93 2103.5 23.5
i
I
I-B 1632.1 593 I 2125.1 23.1
2-A 1682. I h93 2175.1 20.5b
2-B 1696. I 493 2189.1 22.._
2-C 1722.1 h93 2215.1 21.2
3-A 1816.9 493 2309.9 16.1
3-B 1826.9 493 I 2319.9 17.o
I i
i
3-C 1861.9 I h93 235h.9 15.1
_ I l
_,iOTEi.- Useful load: Pilot 200 Ibs
Fuel 252 ibs
Oil 19 Ibs
Cargo 22 ibs
Total 493 ibs
NOTE 2.- External mufflers located aft of ergine cowl for e_set l-A, I-B,
2-A and 3-A. All other cases have internal mufflers located within
the aft fuselage section.
y
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TABLE D-III
ONG"SUMMARY OF L JTUDINAL STABILITY MARGINS
I
Neutral I ConfigurationPoint Cruise Power Approach Landing
Stick Fixed i .55 MAC .33 MAC .50 MAC
Stick Free i .50 MAC .hl MAC - ]
STATIC MARGINS
Configuration
CASE
Cruise Power Approach Landing
Basic .315 095 .265
I-A .315 095 .265
I-B .319 099 .269
2-A .2h5 i25 .295
2-B .321 i01 .271
2-C .338 118 .258
! 3-A .389 169 .339
{ 3-B .o_80 160 .330
}
3-C .399 179 .3h9
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